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Omega Shared is the story of two wolf men named Owen and Zane...and a bear named Karl. This

unlikely threesome are fated mates, who need to figure out a way to be together that will work for all

three of them.Karl is an alpha bear without a family of his own, since bears are solitary creatures

who only form attachments to their mates. Lonely, Karl longs for family, and the comfort of having a

support network, like his friends in the wolf pack enjoy. Little does he know it, but he will soon be

raising his brother's cub. It would be a good idea if he had mates to help him when the adorable

three year old girl appears in his life.Owen is a wolf that doesn't make attachments. In his life,

people leave. Never having had a family, he's pretty sure that he's not cut out for one anyway.

Instead, he will just enjoy his secret affair with Karl. Who cares if they're both alphas? It's not like

Owen's looking to mate and have pups of his own anyway. No, he's better off just fooling around

with the alpha bear, than to risk his heart with an omega. Even one as tempting as Zane.Zane lost

his entire family on the day of his high school graduation. It's been three years now, and Zane is

finally starting to heal and come into his own as an omega. When he sees an alpha from his pack

kissing a bear shifter, Zane is intrigued. He'd never realized that alphas could be together

romantically. Now, he can't get the memory of the two strong men kissing each other out of his

mind. He feels a pull to them both, but he can't tell which one is his fated mate. They both smell so

good to him! But, he couldn't possibly be a match to Karl, could he? Can wolves and bears mix? Is it

even allowed? Zane has a lot to figure out if he is going to get what really wants from the two

alphas: a family of his own. This is the fourth book of the Northern Lodge Pack series. Every book is

over 30k and guaranteed to have an HEA, but it's advised to read them in order for maximum

appreciation. 18+ readers only please! And yes, this book contains M/PREG, knotting, adults doing

lots of sexy naughty things to each other, and the occasional use of potty mouth language!
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I love your series and can't wait to see when Daniel is given his fated mate and I loved how this one

had an unconventional relationship in it I believe to each his own I don't care who someone loves

and you put it so eloquently

I really loved the alpha bear so sweet the mÃ©lange works for this triad , the editing is getting better

was really happy about that.

Loved this One! Loved em all really. This trio is loving and Hilarious! Really good story, even with

some tears...can't wait for more!

Love this book, Zane is such a relatable character.
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